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The main purpose of DE BRUIJN’S program [3] for a function theory 
in Banach algebras is to develop a manifold theory belonging to this 
kind of function theory. To this end DE BRUIJN [3] introduced the notion 
“principal extension of a Riemann surface 1) to the Banach algebra”. 
A detailed description of the construction of such principal extensions 
can be found in [2], where also that part of De Bruijn’s program dealing 
with the extension of the operational calculus ([a] ch. V) to principal 
extensions of Riemann surfaces is discussed in some detail. The general 
definition of an analytic manifold belonging to a Banach algebra presents 
some difficulties. W. PEREMANS (see [S]) has shown by means of an 
example that the analytic manifolds introduced in [3] may not be em- 
beddable in principal extensions of Riemann surfaces. In [2] we use a 
definition of analytic manifold, which is based on a smaller class of one- 
to-one analytic functions than the one in [3]. As a consequence all mani- 
folds in [2] (called strong Banach manifolds) can be embedded in principal 
extensions of Riemann surfaces. In this paper we present the definition 
and some of the properties of strong Banach manifolds, referring to [Z] 
for the details. 
1. Xtrong~y schlicht Functions 
Throughout this paper A denotes a Banach algebra with identity ele- 
ment e ; F denotes the field of the complex numbers. For a subset J2 of r 
the principal extension (denoted M(D)) is defined to be the subset of A 
consisting of all those elements b, for which the spectrum, o(b), is a subset 
of D (see [l]). If 0 is a subset of A, then o(O) denotes the union of the 
spectra of the elements of 0. A complete set is an open subset, 0, of A for 
which M(o(0)) =O. The complete sets are precisely the principal extensions 
of the open subsets of r. The notion “principal extension of a holomorphic 
scalar function” is of common use (see e.g. [4] ch. V. We denote the 
1) In [2] and [3] as well as in the present paper Riemann surfaces are not 
required to be topologically connected; so it would be better to speak about col- 
lections of Riemann surfaces. 
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principal extension of the scalar function di by n/r(@).) In De Bruijn’s 
function theory an A-valued function P, defined in an open set 0 C A 
is called strongZy analytic in 0 if P on 0 coincides with the principal ex- 
tension of a locally holomorphic scalar function. An A-valued function, 
P, defined in a neighborhood of an element b E A is called anaZytic in b, 
if b has a neighborhood on which l?’ is strongly analytic. A function is 
called analytic in an open set if it is analytic in each of the elements of 
that set. An A-valued function defined on an open set 0 is called schlicht 
on 0 if it is analytic and has an analytic inverse. (If A# r, then the 
analyticity of the inverse of P does not follow from the fact that I? is 
analytic and one-to-one.) We now introduce the class of functions that 
will be used in the definition of a strong Banach manifold. 
Definition 1.1. An A-valued function F defined on an open set 
0 CA is called strongly schlicht on 0, if it is strongly analytic on 0, whereas 
there exists a strongly analytic function G on F(0) such that G( F(x)) =x 
for all z E 0. 
For scalar functions the notions schlicht function and strongly schlicht 
function coincide. Of the properties of strongly schlicht functions we 
mention the following. 
(1.2) If F is strongly schlicht on 0 CA, then there exists a schlicht 
function @ on o(O) such that F(z)=M(@)(z) for all x E 0. 
(1.3) If @ is schlicht on D C I’, then N(@) is strongly schlicht on M(9). 
(1.4) If F is strongly schlicht on 0 C A, then F is a homeomorphism 
of 0 onto F(0); F(0) is open and the inverse function of F is strongly 
schlicht. 
(1.5) If F is strongly schlicht on 0, and G is strongly schlicht on F(O), 
then Go F is strongly schlicht on 0. 
By (1.2) and (1.3) the strongly schlicht functions are precisely the re- 
strictions to open sets of the principal extensions of schlicht scalar 
functions. To emphasize the fact that the class of the strongly schlicht 
functions is much smaller than the class of the schlicht functions we give 
the following example of a function which is strongly analytic and schlicht 
without being strongly schlicht. 
Example 1.6. Let A = TX 7 with coordinatewise operations and 
maximum modulus norm. On the set 
O={(h, 5~): Re 51<0, Re h>O, lhlfjbl} 
the function F((Cl, 52)) = (h2, 5~~) is strongly analytic. However, since 
@J(C) = 5‘2 is not schlicht on o(O) = {c: Re [# 0}, F is not strongly schlicht. 
Nevertheless, F is schlicht since it has the inverse G((&, 52)) = (-G, 1/z) 




2. Strong Banach Manifolds 
Definition 2.1. Let D be a Hausdorff space. A (Banach) coordinate 
system on D is a pair (S, f) of which S is a nonempty open subset of D 
and f is a homeomorphism of S onto an open subset of A. 
Definition 2.2. A strongly analytic structure on D is a collection 
T = {(Xi, ft) : i E I> of coordinate systems on D, which satisfies conditions 
(2.2.1), (2.2.2) and (2.2.3). 
(2.2.1) U,,, &=D. 
(2.2.2) If St n Sj# 8, then fc(& n SJ) is a complete set and fi o ft-1 is 
a strongly schlicht function on this set. 
(2.2.3) If for a coordinate system (S, f), f(S) is a complete set, whereas 
S n Sf+@ implies that fr(S n St) is a complete set and that f o fg-1 is 
strongly schlicht, then (S, f) ET. 
It follows that for every coordinate system (S,, fr) in a strongly analytic 
structure fi(Sz) is a complete set (take i=j in (2.2.2)). 
Definition 2.3. A strong Banach manifold is a pair (D, T) where D 
is a Hausdorff space and T is a strongly analytic structure on D. 
If A = r, then the definitions of strong Banach manifold and of (a not 
necessarily connected) Riemann surface coincide. 
The principal extension of a Riemann surface as introduced in [3] is a 
strong Banach manifold ([a], Theorem 5.4). 
Definition 2.4. Let (D, T) and (D’, T’) be strong Banach manifolds. 
(D, T) is embeddable in (D’, T’) if there exists a homeomorphism h of D 
into D’ such that {(h(S), f o ?b-1): (S, f) ET)= h(T) is a strongly analytic 
structure on h(D) and h(T) CT’. If (D, 17) can be embedded in (D’, T’) 
in such a way that D’ = h(D), T’ = h(T), then (D, T) and (D’, T’) are called 
analytic equivalent. 
Theorem 2.5. Every strong Banach manifold, (D, T), is embeddable 
in the principal extension of a Riemann surface. 
This theorem is one of the main results of [2]. The principal tool in 
the proof is the atlas of (D, T). If T = {(A!&, fi) : i E I), then this atlas is 
the system of sets {fi(S,) : i E I} together with the equivalence relation for 
pairs (f&S), ai) h w ere at gfs(S& defined by (f&S’& ai) N (fj(Si), aj) iff 
fj 0 f6-l(a6) =aj. S ince fj o fi-1 is strongly schlicht, it is the principal ex- 
tension of a schlicht scalar function, diij say. We now define for as E o(ft(&)), 
olj E o(fi(Sj)) the equivalence relation (~(fd(&)), CQ) N (o(fi(Sj)), olj) iff 
&(oli) = CX~. It can be shown that the latter equivalence relation determines 
a Riemann surface, in the principal extension of which (D, T) can be 
embedded in a natural way. However, it is not true that every strong 
Banach manifold is in fact analytic equivalent to some principal extension. 
This is illustrated by the following example. 
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Example 2.6. Let A=rx r (see Example 1.6) and D=A x (1, 2}, 
Ar=Ax{l}, As=Ax(2}. We d enote the canonical mappings A -+ AI, 
A -+ AZ by gl and g2, so gl(a) = (n, l), gz(a) = (a, 2). Topologically, D 
consists of two disjoint copies of A. Let 0 = {(Q, @) : 9 C F, Q open, di 
schlicht); M( 0) = {(M(Q), N(Q)) : (Q, @) E O}; T = {(gi(O), B o gi-1) : i = 1,2, 
(0,F) E M(O)}, then T is a strongly analytic structure on D. The smallest 
Riemann surface in the principal extension of which (D, T) can be em- 
bedded consists topologically of two disjoint copies of r. The principal 
extension of this Riemann surface to A consists topologically of four 
disjoint copies of A, hence the embedding of (D, T) in it is proper. 
Summary 
A certain kind of analytic manifold belonging to a Banach algebra is introduced. 
These manifolds can always be embedded in principal extensions of Riemann 
surfaces. 
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